
Digital and Social Media Training

Friday 23rd June 2017



Plan for the day

Morning (10-12:30pm)

• Introductions

• The Digital Revolution 

• Approaching the different social 
networks

• Developing an LPC Strategy

Afternoon (1:30-4pm)

• NPA and PSNC Digital 
Communications and 
Campaigns

• Digital Media Tactics

• Social Media Practical

• Email and Web

• Tracking and monitoring

• Crisis Simulation Exercise



Introduction

• Wordsmith Digital

– Ben Stockman and David Angell

– Have been working with the NPA on digital 
strategy and campaigns

• PSNC Communications Team

– Zoe Long and Melinda Mabbutt



And how about you?

• Name

• LPC and role in digital media

• Why have you decided to attend today?



The Digital Revolution



A new evolution?

"Every communication advance in history has brought about a 
leap forward in civilisation: The alphabet begat democracy, the 
printing press begat the renaissance. The internet – which has 

only just begun to develop – is the biggest communication 
advance that humans will live through in history and we have no 

idea what might yet come of it, or us." 

~Jonathan Sacks



A new evolution?

• Average human attention span in 2000: 12 seconds

• Average human attention span in 2016: 8 seconds

• Average goldfish attention span: 9 seconds! 
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A new evolution?

• Average human attention span in 2000: 12 seconds

• Average human attention span in 2016: 8 seconds

• Average goldfish attention span: 9 seconds! 

• A quarter of romantic relationships now begin online 

• Children can now play a computer game before they can tie 
their shoes or ride a bike 

• Most babies now have a “digital footprint” before 
they are born

• The AVERAGE smartphone user checks their phone 150 times per day!



A new evolution?

• Wearable tech is currently an expensive “nice to have” but 
prices are lowering and it will soon be far more mainstream.

• Virgin Atlantic tested Google Glass for customer service 
on transatlantic flights.

• Google and Apple have both launched health monitoring 
technologies and continue to develop them.

• Based on the current rate of development, within the next 
decade the computing power of your phone will be the size 
of a coin. 

• Cisco Chief Futurist: “We’ll be able to record, play back and 
analyse our entire lives by 2020.”



Social Media Use

• Nearly half of 18 to 34 year-olds check 
Facebook within minutes of waking up 
(and 28% do so before getting out of 
bed!).

• “The desire to interact with others 
through updates, photos and comments 
was stronger than their desire for sex 
or cigarettes”.

• Over 60% of the "media time" of 16-24 year olds is spent on computers or mobile 
phones – and two-thirds of that time is spent doing more than one "digital thing" 
at once.



Digital Fundamentals

Your Stakeholders Are Mobile

• Global mobile data traffic grew 74% in 2015.

• Half a billion (563m) mobile devices and connections were added globally in 2015.

• 67% of mobile devices will be smart devices by 2020, up 36% in 2015. The vast 
majority of mobile data traffic (98%) will originate from these devices by 2020, up 
from 89% in 2015.

The Cisco® Visual Networking Index (VNI) Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast , Feb 2016



Digital Fundamentals

Demographics



Digital Fundamentals
Leading reasons for interacting with companies on social media platforms in 
the UK:



What does this mean?!

• Consumers now expect instant gratification and quick fixes.

• 32% of consumers will start abandoning slow websites within between one 
and five seconds.

• Even a one-second delay in page load time can result in 11% fewer page 
views, 16% decreased customer satisfaction and 7% lost conversions. 

• Consumers expect far more sophisticated communications and a consistent 
experience across all channels.



The Networks





• Allows local businesses to promote 
themselves via a ‘Business Page’. You can 
operate your page with the same 
functionality as a personal profile.

• It’s focused at promoting local businesses, 
so it’s an ideal space to share latest offers, 
news and be active in the community.

• This could be a good way for LPCs to 
promote services and local pharmacies 
directly to communities and patients.

What It Does



Facebook ads allow a high level of targeting, meaning 
you can inform new customers of your business. 
Targeting includes:
• Location, Age, Gender and Language
• Interests
• Behaviours

A small ad spend can allow pharmacy contractors to:
• Promote their page and pharmacy
• ‘Boost’ posts to a targeted (local) audience

What It Does: Ads



• 31 million users in the UK alone. 

• 60% of the UK population has a Facebook account.

• 49% male users, and 51% female.

• 2.5million 13-17 yr olds, by 2017 25-35 yrs is expected to reach 
7.4 million.

UK Audience



UK Audience



Facebook local business should mix advice and local information.

• Get staff, friends and family to follow your page, as they ‘like’ content the 
network will open up to local audiences.

• It’s not essential to post every day, and you should post no more than 
twice daily.

• Make sure to ‘Like’ other local businesses / organisations as your page.

How To Do It



• Don’t be afraid to sell: tell people about what pharmacies do, what 
they have to offer and share advice.

• Share industry news and latest information from organisations such 
as PSNC, or local healthcare providers.

• Share industry campaigns and latest events such as Ask Your 
Pharmacist or Support Your Local Pharmacist.

How To Do It





Twitter allows you to build a local audience of 
potential customers, commissioners, supporters 
and local news organisations, and to network 
with others in community pharmacy.

Posting local pharmacy information and news, 
and interacting with your key stakeholders, 
means pharmacy is in the mind of your audience 
as a central part of their online and offline 
community.

What It Does



• 15 million active users.

• 65% under the age of 34.

• Over 80% access from their mobile, 29% check their Twitter feed 
multiple times a day.

• 49% male and 51% female.

UK Audience



Twitter users share a higher volume of content than Facebook – so don’t be afraid to post 
regularly. Keep it relevant and professional.

• 3-5 times a day is an ideal amount, but don’t feel you have to.

• Find local businesses, organisations, politicians, news papers and others on Twitter (using 
their search function) and follow them. If they follow back and share your content, their 
audience will see you.

• Retweet relevant news, tips, advice to keep content flowing and build relationships with 
other Twitter users.

How To Do It



• Like tweets… then go back to them later.
• As well as retweeting, use the ‘quote tweet’ function to comment 

on other users’ content and engage with them.
• Directly mention people in tweets (using @ function) to start or 

continue conversations with them.
• Use images.
• Practise! Keeping tweets short is a skill – give yourself time to craft 

them, particularly early on.

Top Tips





• LinkedIn is still the world’s largest B2B 
social network. Use it as both an individual 
to network, but also as your company.

• It should be treated as a way to showcase 
your organisation to professionals – not 
just people in your industry, but also as a 
potential route to customers.

What It Does



• B2B social network leader.

• Over 60 million views every month.

• 21% of users are under the age of 35. 

• 79% of users are male.

• 2 new members join LinkedIn every second.

UK Audience



LinkedIn is B2B, so make sure content is more formal and where possible around 
announcing business-focused news. This said, LinkedIn users are people – so 
pharmacy advice and tips used sparingly can go far.

• Post content as yourself (profile) and as your organisation (page).

• Post at most once a day.

• To build your audience, start with encouraging staff, colleagues, organisations to 
follow you.

How To Do It



• Write short blogs for peers and represented organisations.

• Share industry news and latest information from organisations 
such as PSNC or others.

• Share industry campaigns and latest events such as Ask Your 
Pharmacist or Support Your Local Pharmacist.

How To Do It



Social Media
• Choose a platform:

Facebook – “The house party” 
Better for building a community around the brand

Twitter- “The cocktail party”
Great for increasing awareness & conversations about your work

LinkedIn – “The Conference”
Make business connections, publish blogs, participate in groups

• Post daily if you can.

• Find content from sources that are relevant to you & your organisation.

• Make posts conversational, with images – on average 85% more interaction happens around updates with images. 

• Use platforms like Hootsuite to schedule posts through Twitter (more on this later today).



Social Business

“The deep integration of social media and social methodologies 
into the organization to drive business impact.”





The Social Business

• Marketing & communications: support product development with real-time feedback and 
crowdsourcing ideas from customers & employees.

• Customer experience: social support provided by customers on forums and social channels 
as well as by employees.

• Sales: connects through the consideration process – and between transactions.

• Finance: internal social networks provide context for discussions around things as diverse as 
expenses and budgeting.

• HR: used for Recruitment, and also performance management leverages enterprise social 
networks to track achievements and reward teamwork.

• IT: create social as a platform – integrate everything into a single customer database 
powered by social signals and power the employee CRM system.

• Supply chain: use social intelligence to power predictive analysis around supply chains.



Case Study: AVG Antivirus

Goals:
• Create a virtuous circle between 

consumers and product development.

• Grow community to over one million ‘fans’.

• Develop brand advocates.

• Connect customers & brand advocates to 
product team and sales & marketing 
functions.



Case Study: AVG Antivirus

• Regular contributors to discussions on Facebook made “VIPs” and 
included in secret group.

• All feedback monitored by frequency, collated weekly and sent directly 
to product team.

• Customer complaints and issues dealt with directly by community 
managers covering the page 24/7.

• “Like” button embedded into the product’s install checklist

• More complicated issues escalated to customer support engineers 
through embedded Facebook tab.

• Campaigns run using content created by social media team to increase 
opportunities for feedback.



Developing an LPC Digital Media Strategy

Given no limitations, what could your LPC be 
doing in future? 

What is stopping you from doing that?

What is your LPC’s single biggest consistent 
problem?

Your goals and capabilities



Developing an LPC Digital Media Strategy

How do you describe the LPC? 

Brainstorming session
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Developing an LPC Digital Media Strategy

How do you describe the LPC? 

How have others described it to you? 

What is written about it either on or offline? 

Brainstorming session



LPC Key Stakeholders 



Developing an LPC Digital Media Strategy

Who are the main groups of stakeholders?

Which of our messages will each group be most interested in?

How might we get those messages to each group?

Your stakeholders



Lunch break



What is PSNC’s Digital Strategy?

PSNC Communications Team



PSNC on social media

• PSNC has accounts on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.

• Main focus is on Twitter; Facebook and LinkedIn 
accounts supplement it.

• Tweets drive website traffic through links to our news 
articles, webpages or resources.

• Retweets are kept to other organisations with relevant 
messages and those promoting PSNC’s values.

• To help manage our workload and suit when our 
audience is online, we schedule posts (more later).

• Some staff have individual accounts focusing on their 
own policy area, but these are not ‘personal’ accounts.



PSNC on social media

• Try making use of our Tweet templates created for LPCs to use to help promote 
pharmacy – see resources at: psnc.org.uk/campaign

• Join in with #PharmacyHour – a Twitter event held on Mondays between 7-8pm.

Monitoring:
The PSNC Communications Team (i.e. just 2 individuals) 
monitors the PSNC accounts.
We have email notifications set up, but also check a few 
times a day.
We co-ordinate with policy team on how best to respond 
to messages – directing to further information on website, 
private messages, or not responding at all.

http://psnc.org.uk/campaign


PSNC’s email newsletters

• Mailchimp.

• Different lists – general (pharmacy staff), LPCs, 
commissioners, system suppliers.

• Templates eg email alerts and the regular LPC News.

• Weekly newsletter and LPC News once a fortnight.

• We try to limit ‘alerts’ (or one-issue) emails to maintain 
their level of importance.

• Our newsletters drive traffic to our website through 
summaries with links to full articles.

To try:
If you use Mailchimp, some additional features have been made available for LPCs to 
integrate their email list with their website.



PSNC webinars

• We hold webinars on some of the more popular topics we are asked about.
• They are usually about an hour but may go over if the Q&A session at the end is busy.
• Those aimed at pharmacy staff are held in the evenings to make it easier for them to attend 

after the working day.
• We also make them available on-demand ASAP on our website.

To try:
1. www.ustream.tv – online video streaming for free with adverts.
2. expertise.tv – a learning platform for creating webinars for free.
3. www.younow.com – live streamed video chats.
4. www.youtube.com – stream video using a live YouTube channel.

http://www.ustream.tv/
https://expertise.tv/landing/Coaching-Webinar-Platform-ap?gclid=CjwKEAiA8qG1BRDz0tmK0pufw3QSJACfn6olwaXCNTXYtVUnyoPPwM1wZtA22r01Nf9klhTv4f6kFBoCjWbw_wcB
https://www.younow.com/
http://www.youtube.com/


NPA Campaign Work



May 2017: Facebook (NPA) Top Performing Posts

8,900 reach

4,500 reach

5,800 reach

7,900 reach



May 2017: Facebook (NPA) Top Performing Posts

8,600 reach 6,300 reach



May 2017: Twitter (@1921) Top Performing Posts

2,843 reach

Top Tweet from @NPA1921
Top Mention of @NPA1921

3,382 engagements



May 2017: LinkedIn (NPA) Top Performing Posts

2,094 reach

1,559 reach



Campaigning May 2017: Core Beliefs, Judicial Review 
& General Election 2017



Promoting NPA & Industry Day-to-Day

• Claiming quality payments
• Pharmacy Vacancies
• Pharmacy spotlights
• RPS Elections
• Claiming quality payments deadline
• Media training webinar
• SCR Webinar
• Medical Device Alert
• GPhC pharmacist & pharmacy tech. standards
• Chris Ford’s General Election Blog
• Health Education Foundation



Promoting NPA & Industry May 2017: Public 
Health Promotion

• Make May Purple
• Asthma day
• Mental Health Awareness Week
• National Epilepsy Week
• Deaf Awareness Week
• Be Clear on Cancer



Digital Media Tactics



Digital Fundamentals: Top Tips

• Know your audience

• Match online and offline activity

• Maintain mailing lists

• Use images with social media

• Schedule posts

• Measure the impact



Developing an LPC Digital Media Strategy

Working out your stakeholders and goals is just 
the first step towards you digital media strategy. 
You now also need to consider:

• Your responsiveness – this is just as important 
as your proactive social media plan

• Monitoring – how will you check who is talking 
about you?

• Tracking success – what do you want to monitor 
and why? 

Your Action Plan



Developing an LPC Digital Media Strategy

You may like to consider having a policy and plan to deal with any 
negativity on social media. Think about:

• Who is responsible for social media – do they need training?

• Individual vs LPC account.

• What you would like LPC Members to say.

• What things should be referred to the communications lead. 

Your Action Plan



Scheduling Posts



Offline & Online: Planning Calendar





Scheduling Facebook Posts



Management



Hootsuite Feeds



Hootsuite Posting



Hootsuite Scheduling



Social Media – Practical



Potential Pitfalls



Potential Pitfalls



Potential Pitfalls



Example 1

A local patient has sent the following tweet:

Just been to @localpharmacy and they gave me the wrong 
drugs. @LPC What are you doing about this?

What would the LPC think about? How might they respond?



Example 1: Things to think about

• What are the facts? 

• Who is the person tweeting? 

• How many other people will have seen the tweet?

• Who will see your response?

• What is the pharmacy doing about it? 

• You don’t need to say everything on twitter – remember PMs.

• Don’t get into a twitter row.



Example 2

Your MP has tweeted:

Can someone tell me how many prescriptions were dispensed in 
local area yesterday please? @LPC

Can you answer the question? If not, what should you do?



Example 2: Things to think about

• Who is the person tweeting?

• Who else will have seen the tweet?

• Do you need time to think about it? How long is too long?

• Can you realistically get this information?

• Are there some stats that you could get?

• Who will see your response?

• Is there a positive message you can give?



Email Newsletters



Email – things to consider

Who receives emails from you? Who would you like to receive 
emails from you?

How regularly do you update your email mailing lists?



Viewers

Website traffic

Email list

Advocates

Evangelists

NUMBER OF PEOPLE

B
A

R
R

IE
R
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O
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N

TR
Y

‘Lower the barrier to entry; raise the level of expectations’

Focus



I will do XYZ

You 
committed 

to XYZ

Let’s talk 
about XYZ

XYZ

Action

Plotting out user journeys & actions



Email



Email Newsletters: Getting Started

• Use an Email Marketing Service

• Create a template for your emails

• Use different template look/ types for 
different audiences 



Email Newsletters: Managing Data

• Business contacts

• Existing contractor databases

• Networking at conferences 

• Update out-of-date email addresses from mailing list



Email Newsletters: Segmenting Data

• Contractors

• Commissioners 

• GPs and other providers 

• MPs and councillors

• Media



Email Newsletters: Content

• Compress your bi-weekly / monthly social content in to a newsletter

• Think seasonality (for example ‘Flu-jabs)

• Use PSNC content that they send you (Updates, bulletins, campaign news)

• Make sure you send specific mailers to specific audiences (as per the 
previous slide)



Website: Describing yourself online



Website – things to consider

• How do you fare on the web? Google your LPC! 



Website – things to consider

• How do you fare on the web? Google your LPC! 

• (How) Do you track website traffic? Who is visiting your site 
and from where? 



It’s essential to track the results of all we do. In this case Google 
Analytics & Google Search Console for SEO.

● analytics.google.com
● google.com/webmasters

Needs: 

● A Google Account
● Code added to the site you’re tracking
● Your Google Account as an admin (if you didn’t set up)

SEO: set up – tracking, tools & indexing

www.analytics.google.com
www.google.com/webmasters/


SEO: principles – relevance & ranking

SEO: PRINCIPLES

• What the site says

• The site structure

• What the site tells search engines

• Who visits the site

• Who references the website



SEO: principles –
relevance & ranking



• 2400+ words

• Below 200 words

• 9 seconds

• 28% > 20%

• Structure it like a press release*

Content length and optimising readability



Think:
student, journalist, professional and customer.



Tracking Your Digital Communications Success

PSNC Communications Team



Monitoring engagement

Social media accounts
Followers/ page likes
• Number of users who are in effect subscribed to 

your account.
• PSNC’s Twitter account averaged 100 new followers 

per month in 2016.

Impressions/ reach
• How many users saw a tweet or post on social media.
• PSNC’s Twitter account averaged 120,000 per month in 2016.

Interactions/ engagement
• The number of times users engage with a post, e.g. by clicking a link, sharing, ‘liking’.
• PSNC’s Twitter account averaged 1,600 per month in 2016.



Monitoring engagement 

Open rates
• The number of recipients who open an email divided by the total number of 

emails sent.
• Average open rate is about 15-20% – PSNC averaged 32% in 2016.

Click rates
• The number of clicks on links in emails divided by the total number of emails sent.
• Average click rate is about 1-3% – PSNC averaged 5% in 2016.

Click-to-open rates
• The number of clicks divided by the number who opened the email.
• Average click-to-open rate is about 5-12% – PSNC averaged 15% in 2016.

Email newsletters



Monitoring engagement

Google Analytics

Under ‘site content’ you can analyse 
site entrances and pageviews…

…and export data to create 
graphs like this



Monitoring engagement

Google Analytics

Under ‘traffic’ you can analyse 
where visitors have come from…

…and export data to create 
graphs like this



Key terms
• Acquisition: where your website users come from.
• Session: the total continuous period of time a user is active on your website.
• Source: the origin of your website traffic, such as a search engine (e.g. Google), another 

website, or even another page on your own website.
• Medium: the general category of the source, e.g. organic search, web referral or email 

newsletter.

To try
• Visit the dashboard of your LPC website for a step-by-step guide on using Google 

Analytics.

Monitoring engagement

Google Analytics



Developing an LPC Digital Media Strategy

Who will lead and be involved in digital and social media at the LPC? 

Do you have a social media plan or policy?

How often can the LPC check/monitor social media? 

What capacity does your LPC have for proactive work? 

Who will be tracking success and when will they report that to the LPC?

Discussion: Your Action Plan



Crisis Simulation Exercise



Crisis Simulation Exercise
The Situation

• You are LPCX, your twitter handle is @LPCX and you have a website 
and email newsletters to your contractors set up.

• You wake up and read a national newspaper story claiming that one 
third of people have been given the wrong medicines by a 
pharmacy in the past year.

• Your local area is mentioned as an ‘error hotspot’.
Is there anything proactive that the LPC should be doing?
How will you monitor social media? 
Who is responsible for what?



Crisis Simulation Exercise
Update!

• You receive an email from one of your contractors asking for 
help.

• One of their patients has tweeted the national newspaper:

Yes! This happened to me. @localpharmacy is always making 
mistakes. @nationalnewspaper

What would you advise your contractor to do?

Do you have any lines prepared?

Would the LPC say anything proactively?



Crisis Simulation Exercise
Update!

• The LPC Chair tweets:

@nationalnewspaper Where are you getting your facts from? You 
have got it wrong and are a disgrace to journalism!

Is this a good idea?

What should the LPC do now? 

Do you have a social media policy to remind the Chair of?

Have you let other LPC members know what to say?



Crisis Simulation Exercise
Update!

• Your local MP has tweeted:

@nationalnewspaper This is a disgrace. Pharmacies need to be 
better regulated. What have you got to say @LPCX

The LPC now needs to respond. What would you say?



Crisis Simulation Exercise
Update!

• One of your contractors emails you. They have been mentioned 
in a tweet about a dispensing error.

• You check and see that twenty local patients have tweeted 
their examples of dispensing errors to the MP. 

What can the LPC do now?

Do you need to respond to all the patients?

Can your contractors help you? 

Have you tweeted anything yet?



Crisis Simulation Exercise
Round Up

• Assessing the need to respond – content and the importance of the person 
asking for comment.

• Gathering facts and figures to support you if needed. 
• Giving yourself time to do this.
• Tweeting accurately and not being drawn into negativity – do you have a social 

media policy?
• Monitoring an ongoing situation.
• Having protocols in place – can you have a standard tweet about looking into 

situations and responding in due course?
• Do you have contacts at the local newspaper who you can brief?
• Do your contractors need help using social media?



Thank you! 

(Any questions?)



Creating a Digital Strategy Takeaway: Your Plan of 
Action

PSNC Communications Team



Step 1: Set out your LPC goals

These may vary, but are likely to include:

• Keeping contractors updated and inspired

• Showcasing what pharmacy teams and the LPC are doing

• Highlighting what pharmacy can do to key stakeholders

• Networking

• Persuading local healthcare providers to work with pharmacy

• Persuading local commissioners to consider pharmacy services






Step 2: Go through your target audiences

1. Contractors and pharmacy teams
2. Commissioners, local councillors and politicians
3. Patients/ the general public (including via the media)
4. Other healthcare providers
5. Any others?

Plan how to engage with each of them
• All – social media and your LPC website
• Pharmacy teams – email newsletters
• Commissioners – ask them to sign up to PSNC’s Commissioning emails
• General public – get local media interest via social media and direct emails



Step 3: Draw up a plan with timescales

Once you know how you want to engage with your target audiences, 
think about what tasks this will entail. Think about:

• How you will monitor social and digital media – who will you follow, 
and how often will you check accounts?

• What emails you want to send.
• What other proactive content you want to do – how often will you 

post on social media?
• What capacity do you have for responsive social media work?
• What would a weekly and monthly plan of action look like?

Remember: Think about the capacity of the LPC!



Step 4: Think about tasks and responsibilities 

Alongside the plan and task list, you will need to think about 
who from the LPC will be involved. You may wish to have a 
digital communications lead to report back and assign roles.

• Who will send emails and create proactive content?
• Who has social media accounts? 
• Who monitors social media?
• What do they do if something urgent comes up?
• Who has authority to send tweets etc – is there a social 

media policy?
• Who monitors your success and reports back to the LPC?



Digital Strategy: Other Top Tips

Content
• Keep it clear and simple.
• Make sure headlines and social 

media links encourage people to 
read on.

• Plan when messages are being 
sent.

• Use website analytics and email 
tracking to inform future content.

Promotion
• Ask existing contacts to sign up to email 

newsletters and social media accounts.
• Check that you have up-to-date details for 

your current mailing list subscribers.
• Use different channels and promote your 

communications in different places both 
online and offline, e.g. at events.

• Consider using LPC members to help 
ensure key messages are getting out to 
contractors.


